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Other languages may also be used:
- Java (servlets, JSPs)
- Python
- ASP / ASP.net + C# / VB.net
- C/C++, Perl (CGI interface)
-et cetera
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<form action=“call_stata.php
Stata command(s):<br><br>
<textarea name="stata_commands
<input type="submit" 
value="Send command(s) 
</form>
</body>
</html>
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call_stata.php
<?php
...
$stata_commands = $_POST[“
write_stata_do_file($stata_commands
execute_stata_do_file();
...
>
stata_commands”];
);
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Our web application will execute:
<path_to_Stata>/Stata.exe
(Stata User’s Guide, section [
/q /e  do “commands.do”
B.5])
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Our web application will execute:
cd <path_to_web_folder>/img
<path_to_Stata>/Stata.exe
We’ll previously write our commands 
Example:
sysuse auto
histogram price, normal saving(graph01, replace)
graph export graph01.png, replace
Now our web application will be able to display
<path_to_web_folder>/img/graph01.png
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call_stata.php
<?php
...
$stata_commands = $_POST[“
write_stata_do_file($stata_commands);
execute_stata_do_file();
display_results(); //display graph01.
...
?>
Stata
stata_commands”];
png
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call_stata.php
<?php
...
function display_results() {
echo “<html>”;
echo “ <head>Result</head
echo “ <body>”;
echo “  <img src=img/graph01.png
echo “ </body>”;
echo “</html>”;
}
...
?>
Stata
>”;
>”;
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Basic security
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It’s even better to avoid 
dynamic shell() commands
if Stata is executed 
Better practice
through a web interface
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Web interface for 
Studying coincidences with network analysis 
and other multivariate tools
Modesto Escobar. Stata Journal. 2015 (
–coin–
in press)








Web interface for 
A general-purpose nomogram
predictive logistic regression models
Zlotnik A, Abraira V. Stata Journal. 2015. Volume 15, Number 2 
URL: http://www.zlotnik.net/stata/nomograms
–nomolog–
generator for 


In the web implementation, we must add a tab for loading the 
dataset and executing the logistic regression command.
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